
Webinar series for investors on 
analyzing fintech investments

How can investors evaluate ‘value’ to clients?

How can investors evaluate ‘risk’ to clients?

Kick off webinar
Friday October 6, 2017



Agenda

• Introduction– webinar series designed specifically 
for investors

• Review of the Client Protection Principles: a robust 
concept that can be applied to any business model -
Alex Rizzi, Smart Campaign

• Getting practical: What questions can investors ask 
to evaluate a potential fintech investment? - Pim
Engels, FMO   

• Q&A with participants
• Planning following sessions
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• Initiative of CDC Group to discuss current practice of investors in 
evaluating fintech investments – what practical tips can experts 
share with investors since standards don’t yet exist?

• SPTF as coordinator – based on Social Investor Working Group 
demand and research for evolution of the Universal Standards 

• 7 webinars - between now and June 2018 

• For investors, driven by investor input – SPTF polling investors

• Featured speakers - drawn from key investors and initiatives working 
on these issues (e.g., Smart Campaign, Helix/MicroSave, CGAP, CFI, 
GSMA, UNCDF)

• Complementary to IFC/Goodwell initiative to develop “Investor 
Guidelines for Responsible Digital Finance” 

Introduction to the Webinar Series
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• Lack of one commonly accepted definition

• A broad term that can include different business models 
(DFS/mobile credit, pure fintech players, financial 
intermediaries)

• This series will look at digital credit and beyond – future 
webinar topics will be based on investor input

Before we start: What do we mean with 
fintech?



Due Diligence varies depending on product 
and company
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Fintech Risks

How the CPPs are a robust concept that can be 
applied to any business model

October 6th

Alex Rizzi, Smart Campaign



Fintechs will adequately apply client 
protection when: 

• They have the will and commitment to make client protection an 
integral part of their operations

• They have the practical know-how to translate the client protection 
into practice

• There are measurement and information systems in place to reveal 
what their practices are

• They face rules and incentives that reward good practice and 
penalize poor practice



Banking, Reimagined
• Limited face-to-face customer interaction 

• Complex value chains and third-party partners

• Client information much more complicated and more valuable 

• Upended client underwriting



Uses and limits of frameworks and 
principles…..



Client Protection Principles 

1. Appropriate product design and delivery 

2. Prevention of over-indebtedness

3. Transparency

4. Responsible pricing

5. Fair and respectful treatment of clients

6. Privacy of clients data 

7. Mechanisms for complaint resolution



Characteristics of Mobile Credit 

• Credit decisions, fund transfers, marketingà all digitized

• Big (&/or Alternative) data informs credit decisions, product 
tailoring

• Focus on willingness to repay versus capacity

• Rapid processing, short tenure    

• Escalation from nano loans, no collateral

• Used for consumption, emergencies 

Sources: BIG DATA, SMALL CREDIT The Digital Revolution and Its Impact  on Emerging Market 
Consumers. Omiidyar
The Proliferation of Digital Credit   Deployments. CGAP 



Appropriate Product Design & 
Delivery  

Sources.	Digital	Credit	in	Africa:	Are	Nano	Loans	Safe	for Consumers?	CFI	Blog.	September	2016	
CGAP Digital	Credit	in	Kenya:	Time	for	Celebration	or	Concern?

• Suitable Product Design:
•Short-term liquidity  needs 

• Suitable product delivery
• Minimally disruptive 

• Dissipated risk aggressive 
sales by front-line staff

• Sophisticated dropout 
analysis 

• Suitable Product Design:
•Expensive way to qualify 
for a larger loan

• Suitable product delivery
•Agent illiquidity and 
service downtime  
•No waiting or cooling off 
periods

• “Push” marketing methods 
and temping offers



Prevention of Overindebtedness 

• Capacity to repay 
• Algorithm growing pains 
• Client blacklisting 
• Multiple borrowing (can be) 

invisible  

Daily Nation. Kenya. 

• Starting small
• Consistent credit appraisal
• Create a credit record/profile   
• Real-time monitoring of 

portfolio quality



Agenda

• Introduction– webinar series designed specifically 
for investors

• Review of the Client Protection Principles: a robust 
concept that can be applied to any business model 
– Alex Rizzi, Smart Campaign

• Getting practical: What questions can investors ask 
to evaluate a potential fintech investment? - Pim
Engels, FMO   

• Q&A with participants
• Planning following sessions



SPTF-CDC WEBINAR FOR INVESTORS: ANALYZING FINTECH INVESTMENTS
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Getting practical - What questions can investors ask to 
evaluate a potential fintech investment?

• How can investors evaluate ‘value’ to clients?

• How can investors evaluate ‘risk’ to clients?



SPTF-CDC WEBINAR FOR INVESTORS: ANALYZING FINTECH INVESTMENTS

THRESHOLD
q>30% retail exposure (including 

microfinance)

RISK ASSESSMENT

qOwnership and mission;

qBusiness environment and model;

qProfitability and pricing

qRegulatory environment
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NEW REQUIREMENTS?
ØBroaden scope to include more 

sophisticated clients (i.e. SME)

NEW REQUIREMENTS?

Ø In-depth personal interviews, new 
partnerships;

ØObtainable market, proof of demand

ØBenchmarking, justification of 
technology expenses;

ØSelf-regulation, certification

PHASE 1 RAPID RISK SCREEN

*** Desktop Research ***



SPTF-CDC WEBINAR FOR INVESTORS: ANALYZING FINTECH INVESTMENTS

RISK ASSESSMENT

qLending Practice;

CLIENT PROTECTION PRINCIPLES
1. Appropriate product design and 
delivery;
2. Prevention of over-indebtedness;
3. Transparency;
4. Responsible pricing;
5. Fair and respectful treatment of 
clients;
6. Privacy of clients data;
7. Mechanisms for complaint resolution
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NEW REQUIREMENTS?

ØData analytics, controlled experiments

NEW REQUIREMENTS?
In addition to topics already addressed:

ØSustainable technology stack

Ø3rd party providers / brokers / agents

ØPrivacy of clients data and security

PHASE 2 DUE DILIGENCE

*** On-site ***



SPTF-CDC WEBINAR FOR INVESTORS: ANALYZING FINTECH INVESTMENTS

Potential tools - Potential outcomes of the webinar series?

• Harmonize existing principles / guidelines and apply “comply or 
explain” approach;

• Matrix to match existing principles / guidelines with end-beneficiaries 
and FinTech service providers, e.g.:

• Enhance self-regulation: certification for local, industry principles / 
guidelines
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End-beneficiary / Type 
of FinTech

BS lending / 
Alternative credit 
scoring

Mobile money / Wallets 
/ Payments

Marketplaces / 
Crowdfunding

[…]

Retail / Micro SmartCampaign GSMA & Better than 
Cash

SmartCampaign & 
Marketplace Lending 
Association

[…]

SME BBBR GSMA & Responsible 
Finance Forum

BBBR & Marketplace 
Lending Association

[…]
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Discussion with participants
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Potential topics for following webinars
• Pay as you go models
• Data privacy, security, and transaction reliability
• Combination of providers and third-party 

arrangements
• Management and monitoring of agents
• Financially excluded and underserved customers
• Repayment capacity analysis
• Suitability principles in digital credit
• Predatory marketing
• Pricing and pricing transparency
• Digital literacy
• … Others?

We will be sending a short and quick survey to 
capture your input



Moving the Needle on 
Responsible Mobile 
Credit 

Stock-taking	

• Tiny	Loans,	Big	
Questions

• John	Owens	

Action	Research	

• Push-marketing;	
transparency	(TBD)

• Patrick	Traynor
Research	on	data	
sources	and	
security

Convening	and	
Plugging	in	

• FintechProtects
Community	of	
Practice

• Standards	
Committee	

• Investor	groups	on	
due	diligence	

• Digital	Credit	
Observatory	



Potential outputs from webinars

• Written summaries from each session with investor tips 
for due diligence

• A document harmonizing various existing principles / 
guidelines and applying a “comply or explain” approach

• A consumer protection grid to match various existing 
principles with end-beneficiaries and FinTech service 
providers

• … Other ideas?
We will be sending a short and quick survey to 

capture your input

End-beneficiary / 
Type of FinTech

Balance sheet lending 
/ Credit scoring 
(SAAS)

Mobile money / 
wallets / payments

Marketplaces, 
online lending 
platforms

Retail / Micro Smart Campaign GSMA & Better than 
Cash

Smart Campaign & 
Marketplace Lending 
Association

SME BBBR GSMA & Responsible 
Finance Forum

BBBR & Marketplace 
Lending Association



Thank you!


